Tango Tile

Giovanni Barbieri B.D.S.R.

Timeworn Collection

Herringbone layout

Straight layout

Giovanni Barberi introduces Timeworn Spina Pesce Marble Mosaics. This antiqued natural stone tile
collection reveals new modern patterns that capture the treasured, timeless style and the rich texture of
the naturally worn floors in Italian historic buildings. No matter the amount of usage that the marble is
subjected to, its sheen and uniqueness remain unaltered to maintain its original natural aesthetic.
The easy care, maintenance, and long-lasting authentic texture make it the very best antiqued natural
stone tile on the market today. The tile is both beautiful and environmentally friendly. The artisan
process first wears down the borders of the tiles then creates a semi-opaque natural, wavy surface. The
procedure “consumes” the softer parts of the marble composition. No oil/water repellent is necessary
because the polish application is adequate to protect it from occasional spills and stains. A surface
treatment is not necessary nor will it make the tile shinier than the polished finish, alone. However, oil,
wine or similar products, if left on the floor for long periods or hours, will stain any marble or grouting
that has not been recently treated with oil/water repellent products. The final result is a truly timeless
work of art by an Italian master. Spina Pesce can be laid out in the “herringbone” pattern for which it is
named or in a straight pattern and can be made custom in any marble of your choosing.
Lead Time: 8-12 weeks.
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Tango Tile

Giovanni Barbieri B.D.S.R.

Timeworn Spina Pesce

Herringbone layout

Calacatta

Bianco Carrara

APPLICATION
Interior & Patio only for
Residential & Commercial
- Bathroom
- SPA/Wellness Area
- Swimming Pool area
- Building Lobby
- Feature Wall
- Restaurant/Lounge Bar
- Living Room
- Reception Hall
- Interiors and/or patio only

Bianco Antico

CHARACTERISTICS

INSTALLATION/CARE & MAINTENANCE

Installation:
- Interiors and Patio Only.
- Natural Stone Adhesive.
- Tiles joint 0 to 1/8”.
- sanded grout.

Surface Variation:
- Wavy surface obtained are
referring the variation of the
composition of the marble.
Best Results on Bianco Antico, all
Travertines and some Egyptian light
yellow marble
- Tiles edge are low rustic/ little
cushioned.

Care & Maintenance:
- No chemicals are applied on Tiles:
we reccommend this after
installation
completed referring their destination
use.
- penetrating sealer (no water effect).
- ph neutral cleaner.

Sizes available:
1" x 6" mosaic x 1/2" thick

(760) 805-3346 | info@tangotile.com

Tavertine Noce
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PACKAGING
Carton Box on Crate:
- Crate of 300 SF / 27 SqM
Crate Size: 31” x 45” x H
32”
Cm. 78 x 114 x
H 80
Tiles Weight :
Kg per SF 2,38 aprox.Kg
per SqM 26,00 aprox.

